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  Beta Film
 
            A leading independent Film & Television group, Beta Film produces,
            finances and distributes high-end content for the global market,
            nurturing extensive partnerships spanning from public to private
            broadcasters, streaming platforms to special interest channels,
            production companies and top international talent, theatrical and
            video distributors to major film and TV festivals.
          
  MORE 


  News 
 
 Mar 19 2024 A royal reception: “Máxima” celebrates  World Premiere at Canneseries  
 A modern fairytale comes to the French Riviera: Millstreet Films’ royal drama Máxima has been selected for Canneseries’ prestigious out-of-competition section...

  Read more 

 Mar 15 2024 The New York Times: The Actress Who Looks Out for Denmark
 Hunting murderers, delivering babies or guarding inmates, Sofie Grabol plays women who try to keep their country safe.

  Read more 

 Mar 12 2024 Beta joins “Operation Sabre” ahead of Canneseries World Premiere
 The shots hit in bright daylight and left Serbia, a nation on the way of recovering from the fall of Yugoslavia, in shambles. Beta Film has picked up international distribution rights to Serbian crime thriller Operation Sabre...

  Read more 

 Mar 5 2024 Beta Film unveils extended SERIESMANIA line-up,  amplifying crime slate with HOMEJACKING
 Beta Film has picked up international distribution rights to edgy thriller series Homejacking by Lupin-scriptwriter Tigran Rosine...

  Read more 

 Mar 4 2024 SERIESMAKERS reveals all ten projects  of the second edition 
 The creative initiative SERIESMAKERS, led by the prestigious TV festival Series Mania and supported by European content powerhouse Beta Group, has concluded its second edition with overwhelming success. ..

  Read more 
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 Meet Us 
 
 
            Mar 19 - Mar 21 2024
         Séries Mania - Three days of networking, discovery, and insights
   More 





 
            Apr 5 - Apr 10 2024
         Canneseries - Celebrating series from all over the world
   More 





 
            Apr 8 - Apr 10 2024
         MIPTV - The 61st Spring International Television Market 
   More 





 
            Oct 21 - Oct 24 2024
         MIPCOM - The World's Greatest Gathering of TV and Entertainment Executives 
  




  Program Highlights


 
 
        Homejacking
      
 
        No one knows yet what he is looking for when an affluent couple is ambushed by a masked man in their house. Deep in their basement lies a secret that was hidden for decades…
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 Soviet Jeans
 Based on true stories of the times: A dramedy about the power of blue jeans and Rock’n’Roll in the U.S.S.R.
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 Maxima
 The story of Maxima’s journey from early life in Argentina and New York to her engagement to Dutch Crown Prince Willem-Alexander. Based on Marcia Luyten's bestseller.
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 30 Days of Lust
 The most relatable series about the essence of navigating life at almost thirty, where self-discovery remains elusive. In the vein of LOVE and GIRLS.
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 To browse our entire program line-up and to watch trailers and full episodes, please login or register here.
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